Cutaneous Drug Reactions Associated With Nivolumab Treatment for Metastatic Non-Small-Cell Lung Cancer (Nsclc) Case Report
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Abstract

We present the clinical case of a patient diagnosed with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) under treatment with Nivolumab. The patient develops a severe dermatological condition, which is why a biopsy of one of the lesions is performed, the diagnosis being: "Cutaneous Drug Reactions". We review the literature, discuss the mechanisms by which these clinical presentations can occur and present this patient as a contribution to the medical literature on the adverse effects by this molecule.

Introduction

Nivolumab is a humanized IgG4 monoclonal antibody which binds to the programmed death 1 (PD-1) receptor and blocks its interaction between PD-L1 and PD-L2. It has been approved in various neoplastic treatments; metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer among some of them. The negative regulator of T cell activation is inhibited during the PD-1 blocking. Therefore, significant responses are obtained and antitumor activity is promoted [1]. This treatment has a high level of tolerability. However, it is associated with different immune system toxicities such as a range of adverse cutaneous reactions. The most frequent is approximately 10% rash in NSCLC patients [2-5]. The authors’ objective is to describe a cutaneous drug reaction case associated with nivolumab treatment in a non-small-cell lung cancer patient.

Case Report

Seventy seven-year-old male patient diagnosed in 2013 with epidermoid NSCLC, nonmutant EGFR negative ALK, negative ROS1 and PDL1 <1%, initial stage III (T3N1M0). He had received previous systemic treatment with chemotherapy (carboplatin and paclitaxel regimen in neoadjuvant context and docetaxel for local progression) since March 2017 under treatment with Nivolumab 3mg/kg every 14 days due to mediastinal relapse, partial response to the treatment. In January 2018 (10-month treatment with anti PD1) the patient consults due to 48-72 hours of symptoms characterized by a confluent maculopapular exanthem (morbilliform) Grade 2 (CTCAE version 4.0), slightly pruriginous, which affects face, trunk and both upper limbs with symmetrical distribution, with a tendency to confluent (Figure 1). No altered mucous or systemic symptoms.

Figure 1: Symmetric confluent, morbilliform maculopapular exanthema on the face, trunk and upper limbs.
Complete laboratory test with no results to outline. Skin biopsy is performed (right arm). It reveals (363711 Histopathology Protocol, L.J. Doctor) dermis with marked edema, superficial perivascular mixed inflammatory infiltrate with scattered eosinophils, erythrocyte extravasation and suppurative folliculitis, Histology connected to cutaneous drug reactions (Figure 2). Infusion of nivolumab is discontinued and the patient begins corticotherapy treatment (deltisone b 20mg per day). After a week under corticoids, a significant recovery of the exanthem (Figures 2 & 3) with partial resolution is observed. Corticotherapy is continued with a weekly reduced dose. Objective response occurred and the patient starts nivolumab infusion with no need for dose reduction.

Discussion

Immune-mediated adverse reactions during immunotherapy treatment can affect different organs as a consequence of up-regulation of immune response [6]. Within all adverse reactions of anti PD1 reported, the skin is one of the affected organs. Rash and pruritus have been reported in approximately 10% 2-3-4 in NSCLC patients treated with nivolumab. This percentage is higher in patients with melanoma treated with this same drug, approximately 28-36% [7-9]. Management of immune-mediated skin adverse reactions include antihistamines and topic corticotherapy and, according to severity, the need for systemic immunosuppression10. Within the cutaneous reactions described under nivolumab treatment, pruritus, vitiligo rash, alopecia and reactions in the injection area can be found [5,11,12].

Most of them in the melanoma treatment. However, cases of exacerbation of pre-existing psoriasis have been reported [13] and even a case of Steven Johnson syndrome in the NSCLC treatment [14]. Even though cutaneous toxicity is a common effect in anti PD1 therapy, there is limited information and reports about characterization and classification of skin adverse reactions [15]. Moreover, pathophysiological mechanisms that regulate the dermatological toxicity are mostly unknown. Given the mechanism of action of nivolumab, which acts as an immunomodulatory, it is expected that by this immunity activation an unusual finding of antigens in activated dermis/epidermis would be observed.
An inflammatory action would be generated. However, the specific mechanisms that drives the T cells to the skin causing different types of dermatological toxicity haven't been identified yet [16-18]. In our case, the cutaneous toxicity was manifested by a morbilliform pruriginous maculopapular exanthem on face, trunk and limbs. The histopathology confirmed grade 2 cutaneous drug reactions, with ad integrum resolution subsequent to systemic corticoid treatment. We report this case to contribute to the international literature on cutaneous drug reactions caused by nivolumab in NSCLC treatment. Additional research is needed to gain more knowledge about the characterization and classification of the specific cutaneous toxicities caused by nivolumab and to determine if any particular skin reaction might be a predictive response factor to the undergoing therapy.
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